
quarryHog for
Supervisors

For demos and pricing, contact Sales (sales@rapidBizApps.com; +1.408.647.3050)
www.quarryHog.com

The moment new data is
entered or a form is
uploaded, you can access
it anywhere. Never be
without the data you need data
again.

24x7 Real-Time Access

Online/Offline Functionality

World-Class Support

Take quarryHog anywhere
you need it. Safety and
productivity don’t have to
stop where the wifi does.

We’re right by your side for
anything you might need.
From setup to feature
requests, we want
quarryHog to fill your
needs.

Capable, Dependable, Flexible, Responsive, Fast

quarryHog is a comprehensive fleet management system for small mines,
quarries and aggregates. It optimizes production and maximizes utilization by
leverages real-time data and GPS tracking. quarryHog also boosts safety, as it
boasts a sleek digital inspection system that allows for high level maintenance
ops. On top of increasing safety, this allows for quarries to get the absolute
most out of their equipment.

Monitor Equipment Locations at All Times

quarryHog integrates with next-level technology to track the precise location of
equipment, helping to optimize current shifts and plan upcoming shifts.
Integrated with the production scheduling and control system, quarryHog's real-
time location tracking system integrates with a GPS transponder overlaying
real-time location information of equipment over a navigation display.

quarryHog OpsCenter

Through the quarryHog opsCenter, supervisors can monitor and assign tasks in
real-time to operators. Shifts are reported on as the progress and supervisors
are able to make impactful, second-by-second, adjustments. This allows for
easier scheduling of safety inspections, eliminated downtime and a boost in
haulage.

WHY QUARRYHOG?

Get The Most from Your
Quarry

quarryHog lets you tap into
the potential of your quarry
and personnel. Give
yourself the tools to reach
previously unattainable
goals.

Real-Time Production Monitoring

Outputs from equipment and infrastructure are integrated to deliver insights.
quarryHog's intelligent analytics system presents workers with easy-to-
understand data, empowering operations to optimize plans. Using machine
learning, analytics systems understand your quarry or mine. For example, they
help automatically release a renewed schedule after disturbances in operations.


